Fix and Change Log
SchoolLeader Version 10.0
Build 10.0.x - First Released June 2015
The following document details fixes and enhancements that have been delivered since the
completion of Beta Testing and first release.
If you are experiencing any problems, check the Build Version you are currently running by going to
HELP on the main menu of FrontDesk Manager and determining the number after 10.0.xxx. Review
this document to see if your problem has been addressed in a newer Build version.
If your concerns are already addressed here, update to the latest version. If not, please contact
Kressa Software Support at 800 858-8570 (option 1)

10.0.77
2/21/2016

1. Fixed: When changing Primary Guardians for a Student, the user must select a name from a
pick list of available Guardians. A flaw in this pick list window allowed you to make NO
selection and then click Ok. This caused the students primary guardian to be set to “None”.
This also could cause other serious negative effects for balance transfers at bookclose. This
selection flaw has been corrected, and, integrity checks have also been added at bookclose to
watch for such problems.
2. Updated: The SchoolLeader-Tadpoles Connector has been updated to better handle Primary
Guardians. A new designation to distinguish that special relationship has been added.
Improvements have also been made to better handle relationship changes and a void broken
links to student/guardian relationships.
3. Fixed: The new 150-character email limit that was expanded from 50 in v10.0, did not
always work properly and sometimes truncated the extra characters when saving. This has
now been fixed
4. Updated: When you attempt to email a Payment History report to a customer, the selection
window now prepopulates with the email address on file for that customer. This now works
similar to other reports when emailing.
5. Fixed: The Attendance Based Billing configuration window did not allow you to enter cents
for the fees. This has now been corrected.
6. Fixed: When attempting to print a grid that contains a checkbox, the process errors out.
This has now been corrected.
7. Fixed: When adding a new guardian from the Student Relations window, you are not
warned about potential duplicate names as you are from the Guardian Folder. This has been
fixed.

8. Updated: Student Attendance details reports display a line for NOTES even if there is no
note. This wastes paper if you plan to print the report. Now the space for the NOTES line
does not appear unless there is a note to display.
10.0.74
1. Fixed: Background processing for the new M2M interface is now working as expected. Also
12/10/2015 Queue time is sent to M2M rather than “current time”
10.0.72
1. Fixed: If you try to post ledger activity to a student who has no Primary Guardian assigned,
11/24/2015 you will receive a cryptic message about “Missing Parameters”. This has been corrected to
better explain the issue.
2. Updated: A new infographic was added to the Electronic Banking tab of the Guardian and
Sponsor folders to provide assistance in finding the Routing and Account numbers embedded
in the Scanline of a bank check.
3. Updated: You can now store and use electronic bank cards and ach information along with
Third Party Sponsors. This is the same as you can now do for Primary Guardians.
4. Updated: Connector for Prospect Link services has been changed to now direct data to M2M
Strategies. If you are a KRK customer who was using that service, contact KRK or SchoolLeader
support for more details
10.0.71
1. Updated: Tadpole™ Connector can now communicate Guardian and Student deletions
10/23/2015 within SchoolLeader, further minimizing the need for manual updates in Tadpole
2. Fixed: Single quotes can now be used in first and last name fields of the Student, Guardian,
and Employee folders
3. Fixed: A user with permission authority less than ‘Update’ was still able to change the
contact information from the Student Folder – Relationship popup window.
4. Updated: KA Payment portal “sync” process has been modified to send ALL active guardians
rather than only Primaries
5. Fixed: ACH configuration settings in the Guardian Folder did not respond properly when the
user tried to activate the feature before verifying the Account Number
6. Fixed: User credentials not always cleared from cache when users were switching between
login id’s without shutting down.
10.0.70
10/7/2015

1. Fixed: KA PP now pushes events to payment processors when primary guardian assignments
are changed.
2. Fixed: Student Folder Relations window no longer allows double quotes in first and last
name fields. This is now consistent with other areas in SchoolLeader.
3. Fixed: Customer Inquiry Folder no longer sometimes fails with “Invalid Cast” error when

saving new prospects.
10.0.69
9/30/2015

1. Fixed: CheckPoint Monitor did not display employee attendance when NO overtime rules
where defined. Now it assumes no rules means no overtime and displays hours accordingly

10.0.68
9/23/2015

1. Changed: Tadpoles connector enhanced to include additional information for better
synchronization with SchoolLeader
2. Fixed: Backup works as expected when attempting to do it during an Accounting Period
close. Previously it would error out and require a backup to be done from the FILE menu
3. Changed: KA Payment Portal now initially syncs prestart families and include new return
code to help processors identify non-primary guardians making payments.

10.0.66
9/17/2015
10.0.65
9/10/2015

4. Changed: SL can now handle multiple changes of a primary guardian for the same family in
the same accounting period. Previously, that situation required manual intervention to get the
balances in the right account
1. Fix: New Tadpoles connector now correctly syncs student info for pending start families
1. Fix: BackOffice transmit from FrontDesk Manager now works as expected.
2. Changed: Connector communications changed to improve performance
3. Fixed: Flaw introduced in prior version which prevented Balance Forward transactions to
summarize and consolidate at book-close.

10.0.63
8/27/2015

1. Changed: New Reporting engine (CRW 13.0.14) that performs better for Windows 10.
2. Changed: Shipping latest version of database engine support files (SQL 2014 SP1)
3. Changed: Closing A/R Accounting Periods has been improved to perform faster.
4. Changed: Added the "Notes" field into the Student and Employee Attendance detail reports.
5. Changed: Several additional improvements and enhancements to improve stability and
performance when running on the new Windows 10.

10.0.62
8/26/2015

1. Fixed: Changes introduced in Build 59 caused issues with Posting Recurring fees IF you were
using the Email Alert feature for parents. This has now been corrected.
2. Fixed: Changes in Windows 10 and .Net 4.6 cause database errors to be recorded
differently. This caused issues for error trapping. SL has been changed to handle this
difference.
3. Changed: Clearing ALL messages for Guardians, Students, or Employees, has been improved
and is significantly faster. Most noticeable for large schools with many hundreds of students.

10.0.61
8/23/2015

1. Fixed: Changes introduced in Build 59 caused issues with Posting Recurring fees IF you were
using the Email Alert feature for parents. This has now been corrected.
2. Fixed: Changes in Windows 10 and .Net 4.6 cause database errors to be recorded
differently. This caused issues for error trapping. SL has been changed to handle this
difference.
3. Changed: Clearing ALL messages for Guardians, Students, or Employees, has been improved
and is significantly faster. Most noticeable for large schools with many hundreds of students.

10.0.60
8/20/2015

1. Changed: For Cloud customers, connection timeout has been increased to help minimize
connection failure errors due to heavy traffic conditions.
2. Fixed: Payment Account tab posting restrictions have been loosened to allow posting under
more conditions.
3. Fixed: Classroom Group Reassigner works properly now if you are using the KRK Parent
Portal.

10.0.59
8/13/2015

1. Fixed: Error no longer occurs when viewing processed items in the Electronic Banking
Manager window
2. Fixed: Error no longer occurs when trying to void a transaction under certain conditions.
3. Changed: Database Restore process has been changed to leave connections open during the
process. On large servers with many databases this improves performance.
4. Changed: Registration and Rescue processes will now repair security corruption issues at the
admin level.
5. Changed: Loosened restrictions on posting payments so any account not disenrolled can be
accessed.

10.0.57
8/5/2015

1. Fixed: Error no longer occurs when viewing processed items in the Electronic Banking
Manager window
2. Fixed: Error no longer occurs when trying to void a transaction under certain conditions.
3. Changed: Database Restore process has been changed to leave connections open during the
process. On large servers with many databases this improves performance.
4. Changed: Registration and Rescue processes will now repair security corruption issues at the
admin level.
5. Changed: Loosened restrictions on posting payments so any account not disenrolled can be
accessed.

10.0.56
7/27/2015

1. Fixed: CRM Connector now displays families in the download grid that you have queued up
for transmission to SchoolLeader.

10.0.55
7/20/2015

1. Fixed: Registration now works when performing it for the first time on a new installation.

10.0.53
7/18/2015

1. Fixed: Payment options enable and disable properly as you scroll through Third Party Folder

2. Fixed: Customers hosting local and Cloud databases will no longer have issues saving the
databases to the proper location on the local server.

2. Added: New Service Fee option for KA Payment Processor
3. Changed: Login window can better handle and report on connection issues when accessing
SchoolLeader Cloud Servers.

10.0.52
6/30/2015

1. Fixed: Payment options enable and disable properly as you scroll through students in the
Student Folder.
2. Fixed: Mutli-Site Operations window shows Database Restore Date again as one of the
reported columns.

10.0.51
6/19/2015

1. Changed: New Future Enrollment tab in Classroom Folder now also allows you to filter
in/out waiting list students
2. Fix: You can now post adjustments to Payment Accounts for disenrolled families that have a
credit balance.
3. Changed: The "Pay Now" button on CheckPoint Station is simply grayed out if the feature is
not used. Before it would respond to the user with "This feature not available"
4. Fix: Classroom Promotion list reports on eligible students correctly now
5. Fix: Employee Attendance Summary tab on CheckPoint Manager Folder allows access now
with only Employee permissions. Prior to that it required Employee-Wage permission but
there is no wage info displayed.

10.0.0-50

Build 0 through 50 where Beta test versions. Change log not recorded

